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August 2008 
 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE JULY 2008 
MEETING OF THE 

SOUTHERN PENNSYLVANIA 
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB (SPARC) 

Held Wednesday July 16, 2008 at the Rapho 
Township Municipal Building 

 
Ted Freedman is still looking for someone to 
take over as net coordinator. 
 
George Gadbois is always looking for articles to 
put in the club newsletter. 
 
Field day was a success. The port-a-john will be 
at the site until the end of August. 
 
After a discussion of the possibility of renting 
out spaces at the repeater site to members for 
storage of RVs or garden plots, the consensus 
was that the revenue generated was not worth 
the potential ill will from neighbors and the 
township. A possible threat to our non-profit 
status was also an expressed concern. 
 
Mike Warner reported that he participated in the 
Amateur Radio support of the Gettysburg 
reenactment on July 5th. He found it to be a very 
worthwhile and rewarding activity. There is a 
reenactment every year, with a larger one every 
fifth year. This was the 145th anniversary of the 
battle. The 150th anniversary promises to be a 
very big celebration. 
 
Coming Events: 
 
• Saturday, August 9 – Rapho Twp 

recycling. If enough members are 

present, we will try an Adopt-a-Highway 
clean up. 

 
• August 16 there will be a hospital drill. 

Paul Herr will provide more information 
when it becomes available. 

 
• Wednesday, August 20 – SPARC 

meeting.  Surplus equipment auction at 
the repeater site after the business 
meeting. 

 
• Saturday, September 20 with a rain date 

of September 27 – Mini-hamfest in 
Lancaster. Gerald Wilson, KB3GNB, is 
coordinating the event. Electronic items 
as well as ham gear are welcome. 
Unsold items may be left and will be 
sold by the auctioneer, with the proceeds 
going to the Boys and Girls Clubs of 
Lancaster. 
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Lancaster Heart Walk, Saturday, 
October 4 stating at 8:30 AM from 
Clipper Stadium. 

 
• October 16-18 – Wide Vigilance II  

regional emergency preparedness drill. 

 
• Columbia Halloween Parade – date to be 

determined. 
 
Respectfully submitted: Rick Watson acting 
secretary

Auction of SPARC Surplus 
Equipment 

 
The SPARC Board of Directors is pleased to 
announce an auction of surplus club 
equipment. The auction will be held during 
the regular club membership meeting on 
August 20.  This sale is open to all Radio 
Amateurs. 
 
The equipment auction will be held at the 
SPARC transmitter site starting at ~1930 
hours.  The club meets at the Rapho Twp. 
Municipal building at 971 N. Colebrook Rd. 
Rapho Township.  From the municipal 
building, turn right on N. Colebrook Rd. and 
turn left at the next intersection, Breneman 
Rd.  the club site is visible from the Rapho 
Twp. Municipal building.  It is an old AT&T 
microwave tower. 
 
Rules for the auction are: 
• This auction is for the benefit of SPARC 

and the proceeds will be used to reduce 
the balance on the club’s mortgage on 
the repeater site. 

• A copy of these rules and a list of 
equipment to be sold will be included in 
the July and August club newsletters. 
Items may be added to this list by the 
Board of Directors prior to the sale. 

• The equipment list and these rules will 
be provided to members at the July and 
August membership meetings. 

• The equipment list and rules will be 
emailed to all active club members no 
less than two weeks before the auction. 

• No equipment will be delivered to the 
purchaser until it has been paid for in 
full. 

• All equipment will be sold “as is.” 
Where possible, an attempt will be made 
to test the equipment before the sale but 
such a test will not constitute a warranty 
of any kind. 

• Some equipment will have a minimum 
bid set by the Board of Directors. At this 
time, those minimums have not been 
determined. 

• Cash or check will be accepted for 
payment at the auction. 

• Members who cannot attend the auction 
may submit a bid to the club by mail. 

 
The current list of equipment to be sold 
includes: 
• An aluminum tower 
• Assorted antennas and associated parts 
• Two (2) photography tripods, Manfrotto 

#3130 
• Oscilloscopes 
• Various lengths of LMR400 coax, many 

with attached connectors 
• Other coax including hard line 
• Floor stand for public address-type 

microphone 
• Shure model 450 desk microphone. Hi-

low impedance, 8-pin connector 
• Turner hand microphone with a 3-

conductor, phone-type plug 
• UPC Unique long wire HF tuner 
• Drake MN2000 HF tuner 
• Ten Tec model 229 HF antenna tuner 
• Paradynamics Corp 1000 watt HF SWR 

bridge 
• Astron AS-12M 12 amp power supply 

with meters 
• EPD 8 am power supply 
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• Yeasu G450A and G550 rotors for a 
satellite antenna 

• Drake L4B HF amplifier with L4PS 
power supply. Manuals included. 

• Topaz 91002-11 Line Noise Suppressor 
• HP 5383A 520 MHz frequency counter 
• Metal cage 8 feet high with three (3) 

gates 
• Assorted PC parts such as mice, 

keyboards and hard drives 
 

Editor’s Comments 
 
I have talked to several hams who are 
receiving local digital TV broadcasts 
over the air.  There is a large disparity in 
the results between stations. K3NCY is 
having difficulty receiving WGAL DTV.  
K3TUF has poor reception on WGAL 
DTV and  good reception from 
Philadelphia and Baltimore stations. 
 
W3HMS in Mechanicsburg uses an 
indoor loop to receive local DTV with 
good results.   
 
The accepted wisdom is that outside 
antennas with rotators will be required.  
This is the recommendation of WGAL 
TV and Consumer Reports.  Dave and 
Phil have outdoor antennas and poor 
results with what must be a very strong 
signal from WGAL DTV.  Too much 
signal perhaps?  Does anyone other 
than MFJ sell TV rotators anymore? 
 
Do you think no one uses off the air TV 
anymore?  Go west out of York on state 
route 324 through Adams County.  
There are a lot of good ham radio 
locations out there. Maybe too far to 
commute to work. 
 
I have requested a government $40 
coupon so I can purchase a converter 
box for some testing with a spare analog 

receiver.  Consumer Reports doesn’t 
report much detail on the boxes they 
have checked.  Does anyone have a 
recommendation? 
 
Incidentally, each household is entitled 
to two $40 coupons so getting on to 
experiment is not very expensive.  If you 
don’t have an antenna you can make a 
loop for the frequency of the TV station 
you want to receive. 
 
I would like to receive reception reports 
from anyone who is receiving over the 
air DTV.  Please describe your location 
and equipment.  I’ll report the results in 
a future newsletter.  A listing of local 
digital broadcast stations provided by 
Ross Kaufman, W3ZKU, is appended at 
the end of this newsletter.  Thanks to 
WGAL TV for supplying information on 
digital TV reception. 
 
Here is a listing of local DTV 
broadcasters supplied by WGAL TV: 
 
       WGAL will move our Digital 
Channel (WGAL-DT) to Channel 8 
after February 17, 2009. After that 
date, analog television will no longer be 
used by any full power television station.  
 
Here is a listing of the actual digital 
channel assignments that are available 
in this market at the present time and 
their final channel assignments after 
February 17, 2009. Please understand 
that the digital system is designed to 
display the original analog television 
station channel number on your TV set - 
hence while you might see Channel 49-
1 on your television receiver (WGCB), 
you really are watching WGCB-DT on 
Channel 30.  
 
WGAL-DT (currently on Channel 58) will 
eventually be on Channel 8    FN10qa 
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WHTM-DT will be (and is now) on Channel 10  
WHP-DT (currently on Channel 4) will be on 
Channel 21  
WLYH-DT will be (and is now) on Channel 23  
WGCB-DT will be (and is now) on Channel 30  
WITF-DT will be (and is now) on Channel 36  
WPMT-DT will be (and is now on Channel 47)  
 
Congratulations to the CY0X 6m crew 
who worked 3,941 QSOs in 60 DXCC 
entities on 5 continents.  Five extra days  
fogged in on Sable Island raised the 
QSO count by about 900 (included in 
the total).  There was a major double 
hop opening to the west coast during 
this period. 
. 
We still need an author for ATV 
information.  This is not my area of 
expertise. 
 
73, 
George, W3FEY 

 
Coming Operating Events 
 
September 13-15  ARRL September 
QSO Party.   
 
Fall is the season for good tropospheric 
propagation on the VHF and UHF 
bands.  The higher UHF bands may not 
exactly track with 6 & 2 meters.  You 
need to check all the bands to be sure.  
It is possible for 432/446 MHz to have 
much better propagation than 50 and 
144 MHz.  Do not expect much of this 
effect when there is a large area 
inversion that covers many states.  Late 
evening and early morning tend to be 
good for UHF propagation. 
 
Mode doesn’t matter so get on FM 
simplex and make some contacts.  
Avoid 146.52 MHz the very busy 
national calling frequency.   
 

223.50 MHz is the national FM calling 
frequency on the 222 MHz band.  This 
channel is used to coordinate UHF 
contacts and of course add to the 
contacts and grids of users  
 
You will need to know your grid square 
for the report.  If you don’t know it, look 
yourself up in  QRZ.com under detailed 
information. 

 

ARES/RACES 

 
 

As part of the clubs commitment to emergency 
communications, the SPARC repeater system is 
maintained as available for linking with other 
area repeaters. 

 
Lancaster County VHF Net is held on the first 

Tuesday of the month at 2030 hours local time. 
Presently being held on the 145.230 and 
147.015 MHz repeaters with minus offset and 
118.8 PL. 

 
Pennsylvania RACES HF Nets are held at 

3993.5 kHz LSB on all Sundays except holidays. 
The statewide net is on the first Sunday of the 

month at 0800 hours local time.  
The Central Area (including Lancaster County) 

net is at 08:30 local time. 
 

mailto:w3fey@arrl.net�
http://www.arrl.org/contests/rules/2008/sepvhf.html�
http://www.arrl.org/contests/rules/2008/sepvhf.html�
http://www.qrz.com/�
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SPARC Nets 
 

SPARC holds nets on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th 
Tuesday (every Tuesday except the first) at 
2030 local time on 145.230 MHz minus offset 
and a PL of 118.8.  

 
Club Officers 
President: Mike Warner - N3XPD  
Vice-President: Rick Watson - N3SWJ   

• Secretary:        Position Open, VP 
Rick Watson, N3SWJ is presently 
acting as secretary.  

• Treasurer:        Ted Freedman  - 
K3KSA  

• Repeater Trustees:    Dave 
Payne - N3LOM   

• Past President:       Dave Payne - 
N3LOM  

 
 

MARS 
Today 

By 
Rick Bates, 

N3ICR 
 
Not so long ago in 
a world before 

satellite phones and cell phones nearly every 
US military member had at least heard of a 
system known only as MARS. While few 
knew that the acronym stood for Military 
Affiliate Radio System, most who had heard 
of it did know that they could fill out a one 
page message of 25 words or less and 
address it to someone back home. No matter 
what part of the world they were defending 
they knew that once that small form left 
their hand, it would not be long until 

somewhere back home a telephone would 
ring and their words would be read in a 
respectful and professional manner. 
 
At some point during that phone call from a 
MARS member or a HAM willing to relay 
MARS messages, the question would be 
asked, would you like to send a reply. If so, 
every effort would be made to get that reply 
back to that military service member in the 
field. MARS handled countless such 
messages between US military service 
members and the folks back home during 
more than one conflict. 
 
Now with satellite phones, cell phones, and 
fiber optic communications cables spanning 
the great oceans it would seem that the 
MARS program has no place in the present 
day world. No more messages of comfort to 
or from home. No more joyful notices of 
congratulations on a new family member 
would arrive over the airwaves and into the 
hands of a new father or uncle. 
 
Yes in today’s world of high tech in the 
palm of your hand MARS appears to be kept 
alive for purely nostalgic reasons, but 
nothing could be further from the truth. 
 
A review of the MARS Mission Statement 
and one would begin to believe that MARS 
never did handle such traffic. Look over the 
MARS Mission Statement and way down 
there at the end you will find Health and 
Welfare traffic handling. 
 
What then does MARS do and what is the 
MARS role in the world of radio 
communications today? MARS, regardless 
of branch, has channels into and out of key 
locations and offices. MARS has call signs 
in such offices as FEMA, the Pentagon and 
more military and government disaster and 
support agencies than I would even be 
permitted to mention here. It is a system 

mailto:n3xpd@comcast.net�
mailto:rwatson@dejazzd.com�
mailto:k3ksa@juno.com�
mailto:n3lom@juno.com�
mailto:n3lom@juno.com�
http://www.pamars.org/index.htm�
http://www.pamars.org/index.htm�
http://www.pamars.org/mission.htm�
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with permission to send encrypted message 
traffic and I am not talking about a play on 
words. I am talking digitally encrypted and 
digitally transmitted message traffic. 
 
Imagine you are in a situation where you 
need to send sensitive information from a 
makeshift EOC (Emergency Operations 
Center) in the field. Some tent out there in 
the middle of no landline, cell phone, or 
internet and you need to send to FEMA or 
your state equivalent. If you don’t think such 
a place still exists in the USA today give me 
a call and I’ll take you to Clay County, WV. 
You will likely be astonished first by the 
beauty of it, then by the fact that you have 
no GPS or cell phone signal and that even 
on a good day you are not sure from which 
direction the sun is shining. And that is 
when all systems are working perfectly, but 
in your EOC tent you happen to have a 
properly equipped MARS operator sitting in 
a corner watching a dozen RACES members 
firing off messages by the handfuls. His 
purpose soon becomes clear. While not a 
one person fix all, that operator has 
permissions, frequencies, and just as 
important, other MARS contacts in some 
really high places. While not limited to 
secure traffic or traffic directly to high 
places, it is where MARS differs from other 
systems. The first letter of the acronym 
represents the largest power on the face of 
the earth. The United States Military. 
 
In flooding, blizzards, fires, earthquakes, 
and even places where the Post Office can’t 
deliver mail, who is going to bring you food, 
water, medical supplies, fuel for your 
generators or the generators themselves? 
The most successful force on planet earth is 
just a call away, but who can call up that 
kind of power? Well, MARS even has a 
weather person. Oh yes and they even have 
a call sign just for that. Bet it ends in WX. 
 

Which brings us to the point of the receiving 
destination.  Individual MARS members are 
required to maintain a current Amateur 
license in good standing and few HAM 
operators spend even 10% as much time 
training and managing message traffic in as 
many modes as even the average MARS 
member. They are the model and take 
guidance directly from active and current 
military communications publications and 
regulations. 
 
So first, on the receiving end of a MARS 
message, would be another MARS member 
or one of the MARS special stations such as 
FEMA or the Pentagon. Second the operator 
could, with the turn of a dial, be one of the 
several hundred thousand US Amateur 
Radio Operators. When it comes to what we 
call “Boots on ground” there are more 
skilled amateurs in the USA than anywhere 
in the world. The National Guard bases in 
every state or commonwealth should be yet 
another point of reception, as should every 
reserve center and active duty military post 
or base in the world. 
 
In perhaps reverse order, let me say first that 
it has been my personal and direct 
experience, both as a member of the military 
and as the former Interoperability Officer of 
the PA Army MARS to have visited first 
hand locations which would be vital in 
disaster response and I almost always found 
them ready and fully able in all areas except 
communications. National Guard and 
Reserve bases packed with well maintained 
equipment that could roll out in little time 
would be sitting idle while the world 
suffered. 
 
Not the case in all states. In one I had the 
privilege of spending three weeks on a 
military base, where I checked into MARS 
nets every day and when I transmitted a 
radio check in the early hours of the 
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morning I was surprised to receive a quick 
signal report. They were monitored 
constantly by both MARS and the state 
National Guard. It is very disappointing that 
I was surprised, because that should be the 
norm, the standard or perhaps the 
requirement. In any case it should be a 
surprise not to get a response rather than the 
surprise being that I got one. 
 
Stations once hopping with MARS traffic 
have closed down. The call sign remains but 
not one member knows of it. There is no 
equipment and no operator. There are holes 
in the building where the antenna was once 
mounted. Computers and telephones are 
expected to be there no matter what. I think 
that there will not be even a small 
percentage of us who read this who do not 
know that to be a false sense of security. 
Again first hand I know it to be just that. But 
for the sake of an HF antenna and a rig with 
someone who knew how to operate it, the 
word would go out or come in. 
 
I am reminded of what to me seemed to be a 
boast from Katrina. With a laptop computer 
a city official was able to find a jack still 
working and using dial up service he called 
for help. How about this instead, when the 
lights went out and all the systems died 
including cell towers crashing to the ground 
he pulled his handheld from his belt and 
called a HAM. Bet there would have been a 
faster response to that than a stream of 
tones. At the very least a city wide simplex 
channel but that brings me to the point of 
just how much frequency do they have? 
 
To all licensed amateur radio operators in 
this great country I ask why do you think 
you have a solid claim to four megahertz of 
choice radio frequency we call two meters? 
Is that a right given to you by virtue of 
answering correctly some questions on an 
exam?  Is it a birthright?  In a time when 

radio spectrum is so valuable do you have 
doubt that it is not strongly sought after? It 
is based on a few things. First you have a 
VFO and you know how to use it. Second 
you know radio and you know your radio. 
All this adds up to being one of this 
country’s most valuable communications 
resources and that, my brothers and sisters, 
is why you still have the best of the bands. 
 
So radio amateurs, you do not have a choice. 
You are an integral and very powerful link 
in this nation’s defense. Be it attack by man 
or act of nature, you are expected to 
respond. My daddy always told me that 
HAM stood for Highway Assistance 
Monitor. Well I don’t have that as a fact. 
But he always said that if needed, a HAM 
will never hesitate to use his or her 
equipment and skills to assist others in need 
of them. To do so would be begging to 
forfeit your license. This nation, and a great 
many more, realize the potential of HAM 
radio, not only in promoting good 
international relations, but also in 
emergency communications local and world 
wide. 
 
You can be healthy or handicapped, old or 
young, male or female, and your skills as a 
communications operator are all that matters 
when it is you who hears the call for help. It 
is why you have the freedom to chat to your 
friends and family on choice spectrum when 
it is not needed for emergency 
communications. When it is, you are 
expected to step up and defend your 
community and your country. An army does 
not win a war. Nations win wars. The people 
of one nation stand as one and that nation 
wins the war. 
 
So amateurs sharpen your weapons. Hone 
your skills. You are the boots on ground in 
any disaster. We can find others to fill 
sandbags. You are skilled members of the 
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communication arm and you are vital in any 
situation. 
 
Commanders of Reserve centers of all 
branches demand equipment and get your 
center in the communications loop. Your 
branch MARS will provide you with more 
help, training, and assistance than you can 
imagine. And it is good training for your 
team. Put your team in the communications 
loop of this nation? And keep it going in war 
and in peace. MARS and RACES have 
weekend nets too. 
 
EOC staff, do you know what you have 
outside the door? If you don’t have a HAM 
and a MARS operator on your team maybe 
with a laptop and some luck, you can find a 
dial up connection. 
 
Clubs seek out MARS members or create 
some. MARS members seek out clubs. Do 
not forget from where you came. We all 
carry a HAM ticket. 
 
There is one special agency that has been 
doing emergency communications since 
before I was born and I am a proud member 
of that team too. Do you know that when the 
repeater towers went down CAP (Civil Air 
Patrol) could have had an airborne repeater 
at 10,000 feet in less than two hours? Talk 
about coverage! 
 
In recent years so much tax money has been 
put into communications equipment and 
some even in training, but it is not the 
equipment or even the training that solves 
the interoperability problems of today or the 
future. It is people working together. 
 

73, 
 
Rick Bates, N3ICR 
 
Editor’s note:  See the Pennsylvania CAP 
August newsletter for more information.  
WGAL TV has a news video on CAP 
training on line.  Note that this link will no 
longer work when WGAL deletes the video. 
 

 
Before MARS 

 
Long before today’s MARS, radio 
amateurs were assisting the US Army.  
One of Lancaster County’s well known 
early hams was John Roehm, 
3ADM / W3ADM.  Follow the hyperlink 
to one of 3ADM’s early logs.  John spent 
a lot of time on the air.  Who was the 
Secretary of Commerce in 1925? 
 
John signed up with the Army in 1933 
and maintained his active status until 
World War II put Amateur radio off the 
air. 
 
The W3ADM documents were provided 
by Lloyd Jury.  See the AARS (Army 
Amateur Radio Station) certificate on 
the next page. 
 
George Gadbois, W3FEY 
 

 
Don’t overlook the two full page 
items that follow. 
 
 
 

http://www.cap.af.mil/�
http://www.cap.af.mil/�
mailto:N3ICR-WV%20[n3icr@suddenlink.net]�
http://www.d1045352.mydomainwebhost.com/g2/pdf/Aug%202008.pdf�
http://www.wgal.com/video/17026849/index.html�
http://home.dejazzd.com/gadboisg/LancRadioAssn/w3adm.htm�
http://home.dejazzd.com/gadboisg/LancRadioAssn/w3adm.htm�
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Lancaster and surrounding area TV stations 
 
 
Call   Channel |  Service Status      City             ERP        HAAT   Licensee/Permit tee 
WITF-TV    33 +  TV      LIC      HARRISBURG             1100. kW   427. m  WITF, INC.      Analog system (NTSC)              
WITF-TV    36 0  DT      LIC      HARRISBURG               50. kW   411. m  WITF, INC.                                        
WITF-TV    36 0  DT      APP      HARRISBURG              140. kW   411. m  WITF, INC. 
                     
WHP-TV     4  0  DT      LIC      HARRISBURG               2.3 kW   349. m  NEWPORT TELEVISION LICENSE LLC                  WHP-TV     
21 +  TV      LIC      HARRISBU               1200. kW   372. m  NEWPORT TELEVISION LICENSE LLC                    WHP-TV     21 0  
DT      CP MOD   HARRISBURG               50. kW   369. m  NEWPORT TELEVISION LICENSE LLC     
WHP-TV     21 0  DT      CP MOD   HARRISBURG              450. kW   369. m  NEWPORT TELEVISION LICENSE LLC                 
          
WHTM-TV    10 0  DT      LIC      HARRISBURG              16.2 kW  311.1 m  HARRISBURG TELEVISION, INC.                       
WHTM-TV    10 0  DT      APP      HARRISBURG              19.7 kW  346.  m  HARRISBURG TELEVISION, INC.                       
WHTM-TV    27 -  TV      LIC      HARRISBURG            2140.  kW  346.  m  HARRISBURG TELEVISION, INC.                        
 
WLYH-TV    15    TV      LIC      LANCASTER              1050. kW   415. m  NEXSTAR BROADCASTING, INC.                        
WLYH-TV    23 0  DT      LIC      LANCASTER               500. kW   381. m  NEXSTAR BROADCASTING, 
          
WPMT       43 Z  TV      LIC      YORK                   2140. kW   415. m  TRIBUNE TELEVISION COMPANY                       WPMT       
47 0  DT      LIC      YORK                    933. kW   385. m  TRIBUNE TELEVISION COMPANY                                    
WGCB-TV    30 0  DS      STA      RED LION                 50. kW   169. m  RED LION BROADCASTING CO., INC.                   
WGCB-TV    30 0  DT      LIC      RED LION                500. kW  174.2 m  RED LION BROADCASTING CO., INC.                   
WGCB-TV    49 +  TV      LIC      RED LION                646. kW   177. m  RED LION BROADCASTING CO., INC.                                              
WGAL       8  +  TV      LIC      LANCASTER               110. kW   419. m  WGAL HEARST-ARGYLE TELEVISION, INC.               WGAL       
8  0  DT      CP       LANCASTER                5.4 kW   419. m  WGAL HEARST-ARGYLE TELEVISION, INC.               WGAL       8  0  
DT      APP      LANCASTER                7.5 kW   419. m  WGAL HEARST-ARGYLE TELEVISION, INC. 
WGAL       58 0  DT      LIC      LANCASTER               907. kW   393. m  WGAL HEARST-ARGYLE TELEVISION, INC.                                  
 
Notes: 
 
On the column indicated SERVICE:  
     TV= Analog 
            DT= Digital 
            DS= Special Temp Authority 
 
On the column indicated Status:  
     Lic = License 
     CP= Construction Permit 
     APP= Application Pending for Change 
Other Columns: 
 
     ERP = Effective Radiated Power 
     HAAT = Antenna height above average terrain 
 
You will notice a great variation in the effective power of the stations VHF stations Ch 2-13 as they do not require as much power 
for the same area coverage as UHF because the difference in frequencies the higher UHF frequencies tend to be attenunated more 
than VHF frequencies as distance increases. THere are also differences in coverage by the HAAT. 
 
Digital Television also exhibits what is referred to as the Cliff effect. This means rather than picture degrading with distance, 
it completely disappears if the signal is interrupted by interference or weak signal areas at the edge of the coverage area. 
  
You will not see ghosting in digital. 
Actual reflections at the receiver antenna terminals can, at times, interrupt the signal and cause loss of video and sound. That 
means in some areas where the signal is very strong... (Near the transmission site) the loss of the signal may be caused by 
multiple antenna ghosting. People using Antenna preamps may also cause this overload. 
 
It is best to use an outdoor antenna. At times best performance of the antenna for digital TV is not necessarily when pointed 
directly at the station but in some other direction. 
 
 
Broadcast HDTV and digital television has the best performance when seen directly over the air... most cable/satellite systems 
tend compress the HDTV signal so badly the one does not realize the full capability of your HDTV receiver.  
 

Information courtesy of Ross Kaufman, W3ZKU 
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